Shippers Trust Transfix
Leverage technology to maintain a high-quality, safe carrier network that meets rigorous
safety and compliance requirements on ongoing basis

HOW TRANSFIX PROTECTS YOUR BUSINESS
Mid-Sized Carriers

High Compliance & Safety Standards

Our carrier network is made up of 70%
mid-sized carriers with 2-100 power
units. By partnering with these carriers,
we offer the reliability of an asset-based
carrier and dynamic flex capabilities.

We extensively vet all carriers in our network
and verify all information with third-parties
to ensure we only work with the best. Plus
we monitor safety ratings and insurance
statuses on an ongoing basis.

Algorithm Carrier Matching

Core Carrier Program

Leverage technology to arrange the
best carriers for your shipments based
on lane and customer history, price,
service, compliance needs, and other
key factors, leading to better service
for shippers.

Our most exceptional carriers are invited to
join our Core Carrier Program, where they get
increased access to freight. Shippers get more
consistent carrier coverage leading to high ontime delivery thanks to greater familiarity with
shipper processes and facilities.

“Through Transfix, we’re able to work with the same quality
carriers on most of our shipments. That carrier continuity
has led to better on-time deliveries thanks to their familiarity
with our processes and facilities. When scaling a business,
you need a partner like Transfix.”

OUR RESULTS

WHY THIS MATTERS
Through our safe, high-quality carrier network,
Transfix helps you:

99.9%

99.9%
of loads move
claim-free
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Protect your
brand

Provide excellent
service

Increase
sales

HOW WE COMPARE
Qualification

Industry

Transfix

Collect W-9, Operating Authority, Insurance Certificate, and signed Broker-Carrier
agreement
Disqualify FMCSA “Unsatisfactory” carriers

Disqualify FMCSA “Conditional” carriers
Require $1M minimum automobile liability insurance and $100K minimum cargo
insurance
Require 3 references during onboarding

Verify all carrier information with FMCSA SMS and Carrier 411 profiles

Monitor FMCSA status and safety rating on an ongoing basis
Automatically flag expired insurance based on certificate expiration dates to
prevent carriers from bidding or accepting loads
Automatically incorporate Shipper and Shipment-level compliance requirements
in carrier selection
Disqualify carriers who fall below Transfix performance standards

About Transfix
Transfix is the leading digital freight platform connecting shippers to a national network of reliable carriers. We drive the
future of our industry by using cutting edge technology to partner shippers with trusted carriers while reducing empty miles
to help eliminate waste. We don’t just move freight - our expert team works hard to gather and analyze data with every load
booked to help elevate and optimize the supply chain from start to finish. Based in the heart of NYC, Transfix was named one
of Forbes’ “Next Billion-Dollar Startups”.
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